
 

Deus Ex Revision Cheats ((EXCLUSIVE))

These cheats were made for Deus Ex Mankind Divided v1.12 build 667.0. This
cheat table currently contains the following cheats: [ ] God Mode - Infinite health
and infinite energy. My first infinite energy cheat seemed to bug out the NPCs so
that take downs and stun guns didn't work on them very well but that seems to

have been fixed when I redid it with my health cheat. The only known bug is that
when the infinite energy bit does its thing, the recharge line thing seems to

instantly be brought down a good bit. That shouldn't be a problem though as the
cheat still works fine. [ ] 5k Credits On Pickup - Every time you pick up credits you
will receive the normal amount of credits + 5k extra. The amount added can easily
be changed to more or less by editing (int)5000 in the line: Once this configuration
change has been made, you need to start the game up. At this point if you're using

the command line parameter -hax0r you will need to add this to your shortcut. If
not, then use one of the in game method of enabling cheats by pressing T while in
game and typing set DeusEx.JCDentonMale bCheatsEnabled True. To enter a Deus
Ex Revision cheat, make a backup copy of a game file, make some edits to user.ini
then run the game. To enable cheats, make a backup copy of the game file. Once
this is done, open user.ini in a text editor. It can be found in the deusex/system

directory. Now assign the T key (upper and lower case) to talk. Change all entries
for the T key in the file, then save it and exit. Launch the game. During gameplay,

press T and the computer will display the prompt Say. Delete this and enter
instead set DeusEx.JCDentonMale bCheatsEnabled True to enable cheat mode.

Then to enter a cheat, press T again and type away.
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Deus Ex Revision Cheats

hacking isnt the only
way to crack open
security in deus ex:

mankind divided you
can also input codes or

passwords to get
where you dont belong.
skip all that annoying
hacking and just open

those locked safes,
doors, and security

panels with ease using
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our huge list of all the
codes or passwords

weve discovered so far.
visit site i've been

using the packager tool
to get deus ex: hr to
work with ums (ue4)

and i've now found that
the ums installer

doesn't recognize the
file packager.exe. so, i
created a patch for this
file and that works for

me, but it does not
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work for the others.
can somebody please

help me with this?
thanks! (i've been
using it to package

many different games).
visit site deus ex:
human revolution

cheats for xbox 360 is
a cheat pack, made by

denton. it includes
cheats for

achievements and
attributes. the most
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useful cheat includes
the ability to modify all
attributes of the player,
including the weapons.
this cheat is also useful
for deus ex and deus
ex: hr, in that you can

set the weapons to any
desired attribute. it

requires the "deus ex:
human revolution

cheats for xbox 360"
cheat pack (not

included in the pack).
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(cheat in-progress).
visit site deus ex. deus
ex all security logins.
user128 14 years ago
#2. i found this list on
a different forum and
wanted to repost it

here i give all credit to
jashin. if anyone knows
of ones missed or spots

any inaccuracies,
please point them out.
[ unatco island ] visit
site deus ex. deus ex
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all security logins.
user128 14 years ago
#3. i found this list on
a different forum and
wanted to repost it

here i give all credit to
jashin. if anyone knows
of ones missed or spots
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[ unatco island ] visit

site 5ec8ef588b
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